
Take the…  
streetSkillsTM Challenge!  
 
Respond to the following statements using a 
3-point scale.  Check the box that best 
represents you.  Be honest with yourself; no 
one else is going to see the results.  When 
totaling up your score, add 3 points for every Frequently, 2 points for every Occasionally, 
and 1 point for every Rarely. 
 

 Frequently (3) Occasionally 
(2) 

Rarely     (1) 

1. You directly reflect on your 
riding skill. 

   

2. You participate in 
professional motorcycle 
training. 

   

3. You consider the risks and 
consequences of your riding 
actions.  

   

4. You have high concentration 
while riding. 

   

5. You ride completely drug and 
alcohol free.  (Do drink and ride = 
Rarely 1) 

   

6. You wear motorcycle-specific 
gear head to toe. 

   

7. You check the condition of 
your tires and lights. 

   

8. You are physically 
comfortable when you ride. 

   



9. You ease out the clutch 
slowly and smoothly. 

   

10. You use the Engine   Cut-off 
switch when 
starting/shutting down 
motor. 

   

11. You maximize your 360o 
space cushion and following 
distance. 

   

12. You use both brakes to 
slow/stop. 

   

13. You feel totally in control and 
comfortable doing low speed 
u-turns. 

   

14. You feel 100% in control 
while cornering.               

   

15. You routinely predict traffic 
and environment hazards. 

   

16. You increase your awareness 
and caution level at 
intersections. 

   

17. You go, shift, turn and stop 
ultra-smoothly.               

   

18. You practice emergency 
maneuvers. 

   

19. You ride with passenger.    

20. You ride in groups.    

streetSkill SCORE TALLY    

 
Your streetSkill Score: 
 



Highly streetSkilled   53-60 
Moderately streetSkilled  36-52 
Poorly streetSkilled   20-35 

 
Your Results:  Lower numbers indicate potential room for improvement.  Look back at the 
statements that you chose Occasionally or Rarely.  Understanding why you chose Occasionally 
or Rarely is important as you ride into the future.  Be open-minded to what you have learned 
about your riding.  It’s definitely more difficult to form new habits than keep old ones.  You 
may find skill-building worth the effort. 
 
Here comes the “Challenge” part.  Motorcycling streetSkillsTM Cards will provide you with the 
focus to improve as a rider.  This could lead to increased safety and enjoyment for you.  Use 
streetSkillsTM cards for a few weeks and re-take the streetSkillsTM Challenge.  Compare the 
results. 
 
Motorcycling streetSkillsTM Cards are available in hard copy and digital formats at 
www.streetSkills.net. 
 
Please provide any feedback, questions or comments on the streetSkillsTM Challenge! to Jon 
DelVecchio at jdelv86@gmail.com. 

 

 

 

The streetSkillsTM Challenge! can be shared and distributed freely with credit to © streetSkills.net 

http://www.streetskills.net/

